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Tight labour market challenges Calgary employers
Total employment declined in Canada in July 2013, after months
of job growth:
• Total employment increased in Calgary (+1,800), Alberta
(+16,600), but decreased in Canada (-39,400).
• In Canada, the job losses in the public sector (-74,000) were
partially offset by gains in the private sector (+31,400). The job
cuts were concentrated in youth aged 15-24 (-45,600) and women
aged 25+ (-13,600).
• In Alberta, the unemployment rate dropped by 0.5 per cent to 4.5
per cent, as the result of the combination of increased employment
(+16,600), labour force (+5,900) and decreased unemployment
(-10,900).
According to the unadjusted 3-month-moving-average data, the
following were the year-over-year changes in the CER in July
2013:
• Total employment increased by 18,500. Job creations were mainly
in health care and social assistance (+19,400), professional, scientific
and technical services (+14,400), and construction (+8,100)
industries. Job losses were mostly in manufacturing (-15,500) and
forecast, fishing, mining, oil and gas (-11,900) industries.
• The unemployment rate was 5.2 per cent, up from 4.7 per cent a
year ago.

• The average hourly wage rate was $28.79, increased by 4.9 per cent
from $27.44 in July 2012.
• There were 9,260 people in the Calgary Metropolitan Area (CMA)
receiving regular employment insurance benefits in May, down
slightly from 9,350 a year ago.
Tight labour market challenges Calgary employers - Calgary’s
labour market created a large number of jobs over the past three
years. Only in recent months has the pace of job creation weakened
as jobs created in the service-producing sector were partially offset by
losses in the goods-producing sector (Chart 1). Even with the inflow
of job seekers from other provinces, the unemployment rate in the
CER declined steadily to a level that drove up the wage inflation
rate (Chart 2). This is especially true in the service-producing sector,
where the unemployment rate is close to zero in many industries,
except in the business, building and other support service (8.3 per
cent), accommodation and food service (4.9 per cent) and trade (2.3
per cent) industries. Employers have to offer higher wages if they
need to hire people in a zero unemployment environment. Wage
inflation on average in the CER has hovered above 6.0 per cent since
this year. This is a challenge for the companies operating in a tight
labour market.
Next update: September 6, 2013

Labour Force Statistics

Chart 1. CER employment change
(year-over-year, thousands of persons)
Chart 1. CER full‐time employment change
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Who We Are
Corporate Economics provides services in four areas: forecasting, information provision, policy analysis
and consulting. We also monitor the current economic trends which allows us to develop unique
insights on how external events are impacting the local economy and the Municipal government. We
are experienced at researching different  economic topics and developed reliable methods of forecasting
and analysis.
For more information, please contact:
Patrick Walters
403.268.1335 or patrick.walters@calgary.ca

Ivy Zhang
403.268.2005 or ivy.zhang@calgary.ca

Many of our publications are available on the internet at www.calgary.ca/economy.

Forecasting

Information Provision

Policy Analysis
Briefing Note #6

Calgary Residential and Commercial Real Estate
Markets
Corporate Economics occasionally publishes briefing notes to help interested readers understand the economy.
Most of our briefing notes are highly technical and are geared toward an audience that is aware of the current
economic state of Calgary, Alberta, Canada and the world. This note is part of our non-technical series aimed
at introducing the Calgary economy to interested readers.

September 2010

Briefing Note

Summary
The Calgary real estate market slumbered
long before roaring to life in recent years. The
dramatic and sudden change has left many
wondering what’s next? Our research indicates
the future of residential real estate in Calgary is
for modest price increases keeping up with the
general level of inflation for the next 5-10 years.
The Commercial market is expected to see high
vacancy rates slowly diminish over the next 5-10
years with rents slowly rising from lows that are
expected to hit in late 2011.

Introduction
Municipalities in Canada are interested in real
estate prices. Prices indicate how attractive a
region is to reside in. They indicate current and
foreshadow future economic performance, and
most importantly for Canadian municipalities,
provide revenue opportunities through property
taxation. Construction starts are also watched as
these represent opportunities for revenue from
development and building permits and licences,
but a large share of municipal revenues come
from property taxes so prices are the key real
estate variable for Canadian municipalities.

This paper reveals research that has been done
to shed light on the movement of prices in the
Calgary real estate markets over time, with a view
to predicting those price change in the future.
We investigate only residential and commercial
markets in this paper as they represent the core
sources of property tax revenue in Calgary.

Real Estate Economics
Much has been written about land economics, the
financial minutia of real estate transactions and
there are hosts of bodies engaged in forecasting
real estate market activities from CMHC to
Teranet. This paper reveals our research into the
Calgary market exclusively, and does so in an
accessible manner. Readers interested in more
detail of the theoretical underpinnings of this
work may find a good general description of
real estate economics at http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Real_estate_economics.

The City of Calgary provides this information in good faith. However, the aforementioned organization makes no representation, warranty or
condition, statutory, express or implied, takes no responsibility for any errors and omissions which may be contained herein and accepts no
liability for any loss arising from any use or reliance on this report. The views expressed here represent the views of the authors and do not
necessarily represent those of The City of Calgary.
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Corporate Research Analyst: Estella Scruggs
The City of Calgary provides this information in good faith. However, the aforementioned organization makes no
representation, warranty or condition, statutory express or implied, takes no responsibility for any errors and omissions
which may contained herein and accepts no liability for any loss arising from any use or reliance on this report.
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